Help us to revolutionize the digital health market in the field of psychotherapy! We are developing an innovative virtual reality software, which can be used to treat various psychological and at a later stage, neurological disorders. The product is developed and scientifically validated in close cooperation with renowned clinics. Our team is interdisciplinary, was awarded by the BMWi in 2018 and receives strong support from the founding scene and scientific institutions.

Key responsibilities

- Develop great ideas to improve the psychological product for our patients, health insurance companies, and clinics
- Read psychological papers and medical guidelines and plan validation/therapy studies together with our partners in science
- Build relationships with our cooperation partners and support in marketing
- Make the case clear with numbers and prove assumptions

Skills and Knowledge

- You have studied/are studying a health-related subject like medicine, psychology, or health management
- You are passionate to learn more about psychotherapy
- You have an excellent understanding of scientific papers and have first experiences in planning own (therapeutic) studies
- You have a start-up mindset, work independently and are flexible
- You are interested in economic knowledge and have experience in creating business plans and calculating case studies (Excel)
- Fluent in English and German
- You want to make a difference: With PsyCurio, you are designing a company that solves a real problem. Digital Health inspires you and us!

Benefits of working at PsyCurio

- The work is not only exciting and challenging but it also offers a unique opportunity to be a part of history in the making.
- Start-up-spirit: We have a sociable team and a very welcoming work environment. All staff are encouraged to express their views and challenge the status quo.

When and Where?

- When: Continuously hiring
- Where: Office in Paderborn or Berlin, partly remote possible

Sounds interesting?

Send questions and applications to: career@psycurio.de

More jobs and further information: www.psycurio.de/karriere/